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In this work, we unveil the fluorescence features of citric acid and urea-based Carbon Dots 

(CDs) through a photo-physical characterization of nanoparticles synthesized, under solvent-

free and open-air conditions, within silica-ordered mesoporous silica, as a potential host for 

solid-state emitting hybrids. Compared to CDs synthesized without silica matrices and 

dispersed in water, silica-CD hybrids display a broader emission in the green range whose 

contribution can be increased by UV and blue laser irradiation. The analysis of hybrids 

synthesized within different silica (MCM-48 and SBA-15) calls for an active role of the matrix 

in directing the synthesis toward the formation of CDs with a larger content of graphitic N and 

imidic groups at the expense of N-pyridinic molecules. As a result, CDs tuned in size and with 



 

 

a larger green emission are obtained both in the hybrids and once extracted from the silica 

matrix and dispersed in water. The kinetics of the photo-physics under UV and blue irradiation 

of hybrid samples show a photo-assisted formation process leading to a further increase of the 

relative contribution of the green emission, not observed in the water-dispersed reference 

samples, suggesting that the porous matrix is involved also in the photo-activated process. 

Finally, we carried out DFT and TD-DFT calculations on the interaction of silica with selected 

models of CD emitting centers, like surface functional groups (OH and COOH), dopants 

(graphitic N), and citric acid-based molecules. The combined experimental and theoretical 

results clearly indicate the presence of molecular species and surface centers both emitting in 

the blue and green spectral range, whose relative contribution is tuned by the interaction with 

the surrounding media. 

 

1. Introduction 

Over the past few years, a big effort has been made to replace semiconductor quantum dots 

and rare-earth-based materials currently adopted in optoelectronics and photonics with more 

environmental-friendly and cost-effective fluorophores. A promising green and low-cost 

alternative is represented by a wide class of fluorescent carbon-based nanoparticles known as 

Carbon Dots (CDs). Indeed, CD’s high quantum yield (QY) in the blue-green wavelength 

region can reach values comparable to their inorganic counterparts, with limitations in the red 

range that can be partially overcome by proper functionalization of the surface[1–3] or ad-hoc 

doping[4,5].  

CD's main feature is their almost ubiquitous excitation dependence on tunable and efficient 

photoluminescence, the emission properties being easily modified by chemical 

functionalization and surface passivation[6–8]. These optical properties, along with high 

chemical inertness, resistance to photobleaching, and biocompatibility, make them highly 

desirable not only to produce lighting devices but also for biomedicine and drug delivery 

purposes[9–12]. In addition, the interaction with selected host matrices further spread the 

applications from sensing to optoelectronics[13–15]. 

Despite all these advantages, CDs present some critical issues to deal with to develop CD-

based technology. The main question concerns the lack of deep knowledge about their structure 

which is strongly linked to the origin of their photoluminescence. At present, their emission 

properties are not exclusively ascribed to a single mechanism: quantum confinement, due to 

their hypothesized nanosized sp2 carbon core, and molecular states or surface states, due to 



 

 

fluorophores formation and surface traps, respectively, are both considered[16,17]. Also, the 

synergic interplay between the proposed models is an important aspect[18], further 

complicating the scenario. Indeed, the observation of more than one emission band along with 

their typical broad width, and the excitation dependence mentioned above, call for a specific 

distribution of centers, and potentially multiple emission mechanisms are required to account 

for the overall picture. At the present state of the art, since structural and optical features of 

CDs largely depend on synthetic conditions such as temperature, pressure, and precursors[19–

21], a clear correlation between composition, structure, and chemical-physical properties has 

not been established. 

CD production generally involves the pyrolysis or carbonization of small organic molecules, 

that build complex systems with predicted molecular features, as largely assessed by previous 

studies[20,22–24]. The formation of polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) within the core 

structure or as sp2 surface islands is expected[25–27]. Thermal degradation of citric acid, one 

of the most suitable CD precursors, produces, by itself, a few fluorescent compounds which are 

supposed to be involved in the luminescent properties of citrate-based systems[28] whilst the 

addition of nitrogen sources, such as urea as in the present case, are reported to enhance the QY 

[29–31] and to produce fluorescent molecules like citrazinic acid (CZA), its derivatives, 

[24,32–35] or other efficient blue and green emitting molecules, such as 1,2,3,5-tetrahydro-5-

oxo-imidazo[1,2-a]pyridine-7-carboxylic acid (known as IPCA)[36] or 4-hydroxy-1H-

pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyridine-1,3,6(2H,5H)-trione (known as HPPT)[37]. It was recently shown that 

these molecules can be also embedded within the CD structure, also forming aggregated 

structures acting as a seed for CD nucleation and producing nanosized graphitic-like 

domains[38–40]. Besides fluorescent molecules, surface functional groups, like OH, COOH or 

NH2, cause emission features in the blue-green region[6,41–43], as well as the introduction of 

graphitic N[42,44].  

The large panorama of possible emitting centers further pinpoints the need to determine the 

connection between CD structure and emission mechanism, also in view of proper exploitation 

of the resulting properties for the desired application[12,45]. To achieve this goal, a larger 

control on the obtained synthesis products, in terms of structure, composition, and morphology, 

possibly through a fast, easy, and green synthesis procedure, is required. Bottom-up routes 

represent an efficient method to obtain CDs in a cheaper way on large scale but make it difficult 

to achieve homogenous samples in size and distribution, thus requiring complex purification 

procedures. A valid approach consists of the production of CDs directly in porous solid-state 

matrices using them as nanoreactors to obtain size-selected nanoparticles[46,47]. Host matrices 



 

 

such as polymers[48–51], zeolites[52,53], MOFs[54], silica gel[55–58], and different 

mesoporous materials[59–61] provide multipotential support for the production of hybrid 

fluorescent materials for several purposes including room temperature phosphorescence and 

delayed fluorescence applications[62–64]. 

Recently, we studied similar hybrid systems obtained by imbibition of mesoporous silica 

matrices with citrate-based CDs and focused on the optical emission change due to the 

interaction with the matrix[8,65]. The use of mesoporous silica as a suitable solid-state matrix 

for CDs is motivated, among others, by its well-known chemical inertness and high specific 

surface[66,67]. In this work, we investigate the properties of CDs synthesized within solid-state 

matrices of commercially available mesoporous silica employing a solvent-free synthesis in an 

open-air oven and comparing the photophysical properties of solid-state hybrids with those of 

reference CDs prepared without silica matrices and dispersed in water (CD-R). Using as 

precursors citric acid (CA) and urea, we synthesized CDs directly inside two types of 

mesoporous silica with different morphologies and pore sizes (commercial MCM-48, with 3 

nm pore diameter, and SBA-15, with 8 nm pore diameter, S3, and S8 respectively in the 

following). The aim is to investigate a solvent-free solid-state synthesis[68], exploiting silica 

matrices as nanoreactors to produce homogeneous CDs, avoiding complicated separation and 

purification procedures. Optical and structural properties of solid-state hybrids (S-CD) were 

measured and compared to the ones of CD-R by means of a multi-technique approach, 

encompassing irradiation-driven photophysics experiments and quantum chemistry simulations 

to verify which could be the possible emitting centers in the blue and green region and why the 

green ones are promoted when CDs are synthesized within silica matrix. Finally, we verified 

that those optical properties tuned by the synthesis within mesoporous silica were also 

preserved once the CDs (CD-E) were extracted from the host matrices. 

 

2. Experimental and Computational details 

2.1. Synthesis and Treatments 

Reference nitrogen-doped CDs (CD-R) were synthesized via simple thermal decomposition 

of precursors in air and represent our reference sample. A 1:1 mol mixture of citric acid (1 g) 

and urea (0.285 g), all purchased from Sigma Aldrich, were dissolved in 10 mL of distilled 

water and stirred in an ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes. Afterward, 2 mL of solution was 

transferred, put in a drying oven at 80 °C until the complete evaporation of water (in this sense 

the synthesis is defined as solvent-free), and heated in an open vessel at 180 °C for 3 hours. The 

upward ramp was set to 10 °C/min starting from room temperature (RT) and, at the end of the 



 

 

cycle, the sample was slowly cooled down since it reached RT again. Finally, we dissolved the 

produced powder in 40 mL of water and separated larger aggregates utilizing a centrifuge (30 

min at 6000 rpm).  

The synthesis of CDs directly in a matrix of mesoporous silica spheres (S-CD) was performed 

by drop casting the same aqueous solution of citric acid and urea upon mesoporous silica 

powders (MCM-48 and SBA-15, Sigma Aldrich) with different pore sizes (3 nm and 8 nm in 

diameter, as declared by the producer). Impregnated powders were left in a drying oven at 80 

°C for about 45 minutes, allowing water to slowly evaporate (again solvent-free synthesis, water 

was exploited as a vector to introduce the precursors within the silica matrices), and finally put 

in the oven at 180 °C for 3 hours, as previously described. After cooling down the hybrid 

samples, S3-CD and S8-CD were ready for measurements.  

We also prepared silica samples soaked with the pre-formed reference CDs dispersed in water 

(I-CD) to compare the irradiation effects on different hybrid samples. Soaking was obtained by 

drop-casting 1 ml of CD water dispersion on 7 mg of bare silica powders.  

To extract the CDs synthesized in silica matrices we performed a series of washing treatments 

in water, filtering the washed powders (filter pore size 0.22 m) and collecting the water 

solution with the extracted CDs (CD-E)  

2.2. Measurements and calculations 

2.2.1. Structural, textural and morphological characterization 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were acquired with a Jeol JEM 1400 Plus 

microscope. Once dispersed in a tiny amount of n-octane the samples were dropcasted on a 

holey carbon-coated copper grid and let evaporate at RT.  

Infrared spectra were collected by using a Bruker Vertex 70 spectrometer in the range 4000–

400 cm−1 with a resolution of 4 cm−1 and 256 scans, using KBr pellets. Spectra were acquired 

in absorbance mode to measure the attenuated total reflection (ATR) of powders and dispersed 

samples. 

XPS analysis was performed with a Theta Probe ARXPS spectrometer (Thermo Fischer 

Scientific) using the AlKα source at 70 W. The analyzer was operated in the fixed analyzer 

transmission mode. Three points with a spot size of 300 µm were analyzed on each sample. The 

residual pressure in the UHV chamber was always lower than 5×10−7 Pa. The binding energy 

scale was calibrated using the standard procedure. Sample charging was compensated by 

referring all binding energies to the C1s signal at 285 eV. More details on experimental setup 

and data processing are provided by Fermo et al[69]. 



 

 

N2 physisorption experiments at 77 K were performed using a Sorptomatic 1990 System 

(Fisons Instrument). Prior to measurements, the samples were outgassed at room temperature 

for 24 hours. 

 

2.2.2. Steady-state and Time-resolved optical spectroscopy 

UV-Vis-NIR absorbance and reflectance spectra were collected by an Agilent Cary 5000 

spectrophotometer with a spectral bandwidth of 2 nm in the 200-800 nm range. All the liquid 

samples were diluted with distilled water and put in quartz cuvettes with a 1 cm path length. 

Baseline corrections were performed on all spectra.  

Three-dimensional fluorescence maps were performed using a spectrofluorometer Horiba 

Jobin Yvon Fluoromax-3 with a 450 W xenon lamp as the excitation source. The maps were 

collected with an excitation range of 300-600 nm and an emission range of 300-600 nm with a 

2 nm slit for excitation and emission.  

QY measurements for hybrid solid samples were carried out by comparing the light emitted 

by the samples to a reference dye excited at 350 nm, as described in [8,70], according to the 

following expression: 

𝑄𝑌 =  𝑄𝑌𝑅

𝐼 𝑂𝐷𝑅𝑛2

 𝐼𝑅𝑂𝐷𝑛𝑅
2  

where the subscript R refers to the reference (C120), I is the PL intensity of the sample, OD 

indicates the optical density evaluated at the excitation wavelength, and n refers to the refractive 

index of the relative solvent. 

 In the case of samples dispersed in water, QY measurements were performed by means of 

an integrating sphere paired with a Jasco FP-8550 spectrofluorometer at 350 and 440 nm 

excitation wavelengths. 

As for time-resolved photoluminescence (TR-PL), the measurements were performed by 

exciting the samples with 200 fs long pulses delivered by an optical parametric amplifier (Light 

Conversion TOPAS-C) pumped by a regenerative Ti:Sapphire amplifier (Coherent Libra-HE). 

The repetition frequency was 1 kHz, and the PL signal was recovered by a streak camera 

(Hamamatsu C10910) equipped with a grating spectrometer (Princeton Instruments Acton 

SpectraPro SP-2300). All the TR-PL measurements were gathered by exciting the samples in 

the front-face mode to avoid the inner filter effect. In the case of CDs dispersed in water the 

solutions were placed in quartz cuvettes with a 1 cm path length. Solid hybrids were placed 

between transparent glass slides. Proper optical filters were applied when needed.  

 



 

 

2.2.3. DFT and TD-DFT calculations 

Quantum-chemistry calculations were performed using the Gaussian 16 suite of programs 

[71]. To model the silica matrix, we considered a cluster of 14 silicon atoms previously 

reported[72,73]. H or OH atoms terminated the dangling bonds of the surface Si atoms in the 

clusters. As for the representative emitting centers in CDs we considered different possible 

models: two selected molecules, the keto tautomer of CZA and HPPT molecules, which, from 

preliminary calculations, were more stable in water solution than the imine tautomer[40,74]; 

the OH and COOH functional groups at the edge of a pyrene structure (an archetypal PAH 

system to mimic carbon network of CDs[75]) and, finally, the presence of graphitic N within 

the same reference pyrene structure. 

We performed a geometry optimization down to the self-consistent field (SCF) energy of 

each model system by means of DFT calculations carried out at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) 

theory level[76,77]. Vibrational analysis on each optimized structure was performed to verify 

the absence of imaginary frequencies (the structures correspond to true local minima). 

No solvent effect was accounted for since no water is supposed to be present within the silica 

mesoporous matrix after CD synthesis. However, to consider the possibility of some residual 

OH group at the silica surface some calculations were carried out by substituting the terminal 

H atoms of the silica cluster with 1 to 4 OH groups on the selected interaction sites with model 

structures. We also tested the system with full OH coverage. 

To evaluate the silica-CD interaction we performed rigid scan calculations to probe the 

potential energy surface (PES) along a specific interaction coordinate and selected a few 

possible trajectories and interaction sites. Both the silica cluster model and the CD models were 

kept at frozen optimized positions during the scan (rigid scan procedure) to reduce the freedom 

degrees of the system. Once a minimum of energy in the PES was individuated, we performed 

TD-DFT/B3LYP/6-31G(d) and 6-311++G(d,p) calculations of that structure to calculate UV-

VIS optical absorption. We also let the system relax from the fixed position minimum and re-

calculated the UV-VIS features in the relaxed geometry at the same theory level. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Optical and structural characterization 

The absorption spectrum (Figure 1a) of the reference CD dispersed in water (CD-R) and 

synthesized through the solvent-free approach here proposed reproduces the typical bands 

reported for citric-acid derived CDs, with a distinct contribution peaked at about 345 nm usually 

ascribed to n-* transitions and a far UV band related to -* ones. Besides, a shoulder around 

375 nm and a broad band at about 440 nm are also detected. When CD synthesis is performed 



 

 

within mesoporous silica and the solid-state samples are analyzed (S-CD), the relative 

contribution of the broad absorption band above 375 nm is largely increased compared to the 

main one at 350 nm recorded in CD-R dispersed in water. The gathered spectra suggest that the 

small shoulders peaked at about 375 and 440 nm observed in CDs in water keep their peak 

position and are largely increased in the hybrid samples. In addition, the S8-CD hybrid 350 nm 

absorption band is still resolved and larger than the broad shoulder in the blue range, whilst S3-

CD near-UV band is not distinct anymore, its relative content being even lower than the blue 

one. These findings indicate that we should expect in hybrid samples an increase in the 

contribution of the emitting centers related to the absorption in the 375-450 nm range, in good 

agreement with our previous results[8]. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Absorbance spectrum of CD-R and S-CD hybrids, (b) comparison of TR-PL 

spectra excited at 350 nm with an excitation power of 2.5 µW, (c) and the relative decay time 

plots in the 100 ns range. 

Comparing the emission features of hybrid samples to the ones of CD-R at 350 nm excitation 

wavelength and low laser power (2.5 μW), we indeed confirm a larger relative contribution of 

the green emission band (Figure 1b), paired with an overall reduced lifetime because of the 

interaction with the silica matrix and possible aggregation phenomena within the porous host 

(Figure 1c). The detailed analysis of time-resolved PL spectra (Figure S1 and Table S1) 

clearly shows that, by means of deconvolution with two Gaussian bands (the fit is carried out 

in the energy space), a 10% larger contribution of the green band is gathered in the S8-CD 

hybrid as compared to the S3-CD one. The decay times display a non-single exponential profile 

due to a fast contribution shorter than 1 ns and a second decay in the 2-3 ns range for the S3-

CD and S8-CD samples, with a further longer contribution due to the emission of the silica 

matrix [78,79] (Table S2, the other details are related to photo-physics experiments described 

in the next section). The overall faster decay time in hybrid samples as compared to CD-R 



 

 

dispersed in water causes a lower efficiency of the former (QY of about 1%), also due to the 

large scattering of the excitation by the hybrid powders, being the QY of CD-R of about 5%.  

 

Figure 2.  EEMs of CD-R (a), S3-CD (b) and S8-CD (c). 

The excitation-emission maps (EEMs) of CD-R dispersed in water and the two S-CD hybrids 

(Figure 2) confirm the scenario reported. Indeed, all the samples present two contributions, as 

expected from absorption measurements, but while in CDs in water those contributions are well 

separated and could be assigned to molecular-related centers[20], the emission in the hybrid 

samples is less defined. A close inspection of the maps reveals that the common blue emission 

at 430 nm is mainly excited at 350 nm in water whereas in hybrids the excitation peak is shifted 

to 375 nm. Besides, the green emission is mainly excited at 430 nm and centered at 525 in water 

whilst it is excited at 400 nm and peaked at 510 nm in hybrids, particularly in the S8-CD sample 

which shows a larger contribution in this region. It is worth noting that the hybrid green band 

can be also excited in the near UV region, in opposition to CD-R dispersed in water, whose 

main green emission is excitable only above 410 nm. These findings suggest that the blue and 

green emitting centers observed in hybrids samples could be different from the ones displayed 

in CD-R dispersed in water. These differences can be related to the synthesis conditions (outside 

and inside silica), the different surrounding environments (water or silica), and the possible 

concentration effects realized in the hybrid samples. According to the literature [27,80], the 

observed emission features could be related to intrinsic transitions, usually related to the 

carbogenic core, or extrinsic transitions due to the presence of dopants, surface centers, or 

molecular species, the latter being the most efficient ones [31]. The concentration effect is 

expected to be mainly relevant for the molecular emission centers, whilst less relevant for the 

core centers and the surface ones. Indeed, no emission could be collected from pure CD-R 

powders, supporting the hypothesis that concentration phenomena could be responsible for the 

emission quenching in silica, the interaction with the matrix allowing to observe, on the other 

hand, the less efficient emission transitions.  



 

 

In the attempt to associate these optical differences with structural and morphological ones 

between our CD reference and the hybrid samples, we performed XPS and ATR measurements 

on CD-R and S-CD powders, along with TEM images of the samples. Once re-scaled for the 

contribution of silica, XPS measurements report a larger oxygen atomic content in the S3-CD 

hybrid (38%) at the expense of C and N content (52 and 10%, respectively), whilst the 

composition of the S8-CD hybrid is much alike the one of the CD reference sample (22, 64 and 

14% for O, C and N respectively) with an increase of both absolute and relative to C 

concentration of N in the latter hybrid (Table S3). Whilst the O1s spectrum of both hybrids is 

due to the large contribution of silica (Figure S2, Table S4), C1s and N1s spectra allow 

discussing more in detail the composition in the two sets of samples (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. (top) C1s and (down) N1s XPS spectra. On the left of the CD reference sample, in the 

center of S3-CD, and on the right of S8-CD hybrid samples. 

The relative content of organic carbon versus graphitic one is largely affected by the synthesis 

in the host matrix, being the percentage of graphitic one almost double in S3-CD than in S8-

CD hybrid, also higher than in the reference (Table S5). These results support the idea that 

even matrix morphology plays an important role in the structuring of CD nanoparticles. 

Moreover, in contrast to the reference, silica hybrids have a larger contribution related to the 

presence of the carboxylic group (about 8 times) and an increase of the signal related to C-O/C-

N bonds (about 1.5-2.0 times). The analysis of the N1s spectrum (Table S6) clarifies the N 

contribution, showing a very small content of pyridinic/aminic species in both hybrids as 

compared to the CD sample (1.8-1.9% against 18.4%) and a larger content of graphitic N 

(14.4% and 10.8% in S3-CD and S8-CD versus 2% in CD). This is an indication that from one 



 

 

side no residues from urea pyrolysis are retrieved in the hybrids, from the other side those 

systems have a larger content of graphitic N and O-related species that calls for different CD 

structures compared to CD-R, where the contribution of N pyridinic molecules like CZA can 

be deduced. In addition, the larger content of imidic N gathered in S3-CD (44.4%) and S8-CD 

hybrid (16.6%) as compared to the reference, and the lower content of pyrrolic N in S3-CD 

than in S8-CD (39.5 and 70.7% respectively) calls for the presence of imidic HTTP-like centers 

and could indicate that a complete reaction toward the formation of nitrogen-incorporating 

emitting centers is not achieved in the former whilst is almost completed in the latter.  

The effect of the nanometric size of the porous host exploited as a nano-reactor is also 

displayed by ATR measurements in the 1900-1500 cm-1 range, where the peak of C=O and 

C=N vibrations are recorded (Figure S3a), whilst, excluding this range, the signal of silica 

matrices hid the expected contribution of other vibrations. The reported spectra display that the 

relative content of the broad band of the C=C bond in the reference sample (below 1600 cm-1) 

is largely decreased in the hybrids, where two main contributions are detected at 1650 and 1725 

cm-1. The narrow 1725 cm-1 band calls for the presence of C=O stretching in aldehydes or esters, 

with no contribution from ketones or acids, as observed in the reference sample (the broad band 

with a peak at 1700 cm-1). The large band at 1650 cm-1 is ascribed to C=N vibrations, whose 

relative contribution is larger in S3 hybrids than in S8 ones. These findings agree with the XPS 

data in suggesting that the silica nanoreactors modify the relative composition and bonding of 

the synthesized CDs. For the sake of completeness, Figure S3b reports the ATR spectrum of 

CDs dispersed in water showing the fingerprints of the typically observed vibrations (OH, CH, 

CO, CN, and NH)[65]. 

As expected from the features of the commercial plain silica samples, TEM images (see 

Figure S4) show the occurrence of mesoporous silicas with monodisperse pore size, with 

smaller pore size in the S3 sample as compared to S8 sample. From TEM images of the hybrid 

samples (S3-CD and S8-CD, Figure S4) it is not possible to distinctly assess the location of 

CDs due to the poor contrast ratio. In the attempt to image the CDs and further confirm their 

presence within silica matrices, we performed a washing procedure of the hybrid samples with 

water and collected the extracted nanoparticles. The TEM images of these CDs (CD-3 and CD-

8) were compared to one of the reference CDs (that is the one synthesized without silica). As 

reported in Figure 4 rounded CDs were always observed with a size distribution affected by 

the interaction with the host matrix. Indeed, whilst reference CDs have a large distribution 

peaked at about 4.0 nm (SD = 1.1 nm), CD-3 and CD-8 samples have narrower distributions 



 

 

with mean diameters of 3.2 and 4.4 nm and SD = 0.7 and 0.6 nm respectively. These data 

confirm that the CD size distribution is affected by the features of the silica support. 

 

Figure 4. (left) TEM images of CD-R (a), CD-3 (b) and CD-8 (c) with their relative size 

distribution (right). 

A textural investigation was also performed by N2 physisorption measurements at 77 K, and 

the obtained isotherms for the S-CD samples (S3-CD and S8-CD) and the corresponding pure 

SiO2 (S3, S8) are reported in Figure S5 and confirm the occurrence of mesoporous silicas with 

smaller pores in the S3-based samples as compared to S8-based samples. A significant decrease 

in surface area and pore volume is observed in the hybrid materials as compared to the plain 

silicas (see Table S7). These findings could be due to the occurrence of CDs within the pores 

of the silica support[81].  

Finally, we also carried out the EEM measurements of the extracted CDs dispersed in water 

(Figure 5). The blue and the green emission centers are observed in both samples, with a larger 

contribution of the green emission with respect to the blue one, as compared to the reference 

CD samples (Figure 2a). The green contribution is even larger in the CD-3 sample than in CD-

8 one. The blue emission is peaked at about 450 nm with the main excitation at 365 nm in CD-

3, and at 430 nm with excitation at 355 nm in CD-8. As for the green emission, it appears at 

525 nm with the main excitation peak at 440 nm in both samples. Interestingly, the QY of these 



 

 

samples is comparable to the ones of the reference CDs, as reported in Table S8. These data 

clearly show that, even though the hybrid samples have lower efficiency than the reference CD-

R samples dispersed in water, the CD-E synthesized in silica display good emission properties 

once extracted from the host matrices, even restoring their emission efficiency when dispersed 

in water. Thus, the synthesis in silica allows tuning the size and the optical properties of the 

prepared CDs.  

 

Figure 5. EEM plots of CD-3 (a) and CD-8 (b). 

 

3.2 Photo-physics of CD-silica hybrids 

To further discuss the emission features of CD hybrids, we carried out a series of photo-

physics experiments by irradiating the samples with femtosecond pulsed and continuous wave 

(CW) laser light, changing both the excitation power and the irradiation time, and selecting the 

impinging light within the UV and blue absorption bands of the samples (at 350 nm in the 

pulsed case, at 405 nm for the CW one). The normalized PL spectra recorded at low and high 

excitation power (2.5 and 55 W respectively, Figure 6) display that the relative contribution 

of the green band as compared to the blue one is larger for both the excitation power in S8-CD 

hybrids than in S3-CD hybrids. 



 

 

 

Figure 6. Normalized PL spectra of hybrid samples under 350 nm irradiation at 2.5 µW (a) and 

55 µW excitation power (b).  

 

As already anticipated, the fit of the spectra by two Gaussian bands (reported in Figure S1) 

confirms the larger relative content of the green band (74% versus 64% at 2.5 W and 66% 

versus 46% W at 55 W in S8-CD and S3-CD hybrids respectively, see Table S1). Those 

relative contents can be compared to the ones in the CD sample dispersed in water, where they 

are inverted (73% and 27% for the blue and green emission bands respectively, Figure S7). 

Besides, as already noted before, the spectral features of the two bands excited at 350 nm are 

also quite different: the blue band is peaked at about 420 and 456 nm in the S-CD hybrids whilst 

at 440 nm in the CD-R in water, and the green band is centered in the 530-550 nm for the 

hybrids and at about 510 nm in the reference. The decay time plots (Figures S1 and S7) confirm 

the interaction of CD with the silica matrix, with a net decrease of the lifetime at both low and 

high excitation power as compared to CD-R dispersed in water (Table S2). The average decay 

time (see SI for details) was estimated through a non-single exponential decay fit, assuming 

three decays, with an experimental time resolution of about 0.8 ns over the investigated 100 ns 

time windows (evaluated using the signal 10%-90% rise time). The decrease in the average 

decay time from 7 ns to 2-3 ns in hybrid samples is due to the larger relative contribution of the 

fastest two decays.  

The analysis of the spectrum as a function of the excitation power (Figure 7) indicates 

that the relative content of the blue band decreases as the excitation power increases suggesting 

some photo-activated process involving the blue and green emitting centers. 



 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Effect of increasing excitation power on the PL spectra of S8-CD (a) and S3-CD 

(b) hybrids. 

It is interesting to note that the spectral variation is completed in the S8-CD hybrid when the 

irradiation power achieves 60 W, whilst it keeps going on in the S3-CD sample up to about 

200 W. At the end of the process both the samples display an emission band peaked at about 

520 nm with a reduced relative contribution in the blue range. To clarify the photo-activated 

process, we performed a photo-kinetic study of the hybrid samples. Indeed, the spectra in 

Figure 7 were collected by shining the samples for the time required to achieve a good signal-

to-noise ratio, thus representing a sort of averaged effect of excitation power and irradiation 

time. To follow the variation induced by the irradiation time at a fixed excitation power (2.5, 5, 

and 55 W) we performed a series of acquisitions of 5 s over the irradiation time range of 500 

s for the lower powers and 0.5 s over 50 s for the highest one. The spectra at the beginning of 

the experiment and at the end of it are compared in Figure 8, showing the same trend reported 

as a function of the excitation power. 



 

 

 

Figure 8. PL spectra of S3-CD (a) and S8-CD (b) hybrids extracted from the irradiation kinetics 

measurements at 2.5, 5, and 55 μW (round focused spot laser was about 200 μm in diameter). 

We see that the observed variation is mainly related to the increase of the green band in S3-

CD hybrids whilst in the S8-CD samples the main process is the decrease of the blue band and 

a slight increase of the green one at the highest excitation power. The full sequence of the 

kinetics at 5 W for the two hybrid samples is reported in Figure 9. 



 

 

 

Figure 9. S3 (a) and S8 (c) CD kinetics recorded under 350 nm irradiation at 5 W. The trend 

of the PL intensity VS time at selected emission wavelength for S3 (b) and S8 (d) CD samples. 

The color maps display that in both cases the overall effect is a greener emission after the 

whole irradiation sequence coupled with an increase of the blue band in the case of the S3-CD 

hybrid and a decrease of the same emission in the S8-CD one. The trends are also highlighted 

by the plot of the PL intensity at 430 and 510 nm in both samples as a function of irradiation 

time. It is worth noting that all these trends are linear and in the latter case the two trends have 

equal but opposite slopes. We also observe that the increase rate of the green band in the case 

of the S3-CD hybrid is five times larger than in the case of the S8-CD one. These findings 

suggest that in the case of the S3-CD hybrid the irradiation promotes a larger increase of the 

emitting centers as compared to S8-CD samples, which could be related to the larger content of 

reaction intermediates observed in the former, as reported by XPS measurements. The effects 

of CW laser irradiation at 405 nm are also similar, as reported in Figure S7, leading to a fast 

saturation effect on the S8-CD hybrids and a linear increase of the green band in S3-CD 

samples. 



 

 

To address the origin of the photo-activated process we performed the photo-physics analysis 

also on the soaked samples (I-CDs). Indeed, as previously discussed, the CDs synthesized 

within the silica nanoreactors (S-CDs) have a different composition than the reference CDs 

(CD-R) synthesized without silica, and different main emitting centers were hypothesized in 

the two cases, calling for most molecular emitters in the latter and surface centers in the former. 

Thus, in the case of I-CD samples, we expect that the UV irradiation should affect the emitting 

molecular centers leading to photobleaching of the samples, as reported in the literature[82].  

 

Figure 10. Comparison of PL spectra of reference CD-R dispersed in water, the S-CD hybrids, 

and the soaked I-CD samples in S3 (MCM-48) (a) and S8 (SBA-15) (b). Decay time plot of the 

samples excited at 350 nm with 2.5 μW excitation power (c). 

As reported in Figure 10, the spectral features of the emission in I3-CD and I8-CD hybrids 

excited at 350 nm are in between the ones of the S-CDs and the CD-R dispersed in water, 

showing a blue band at about 440 nm and an intermediate relative content of the green band 

peaked at about 510 nm. The decay time profiles are similar to the ones of S-CD hybrids, calling 

for the interaction with the porous matrix and concentration-related effects. The recorded 

kinetic map of I3-CD (Figure 11) displayed a large decrease in both the blue and green 

emissions during the first hundred seconds followed by an increase in the green emission and a 

constant blue contribution. In the case of I8-CD, we observed only the decrease of the two 

emission bands with no further modifications. Moreover, the irradiation with CW blue laser of 

impregnated samples causes the increase of the green band in I3-CD samples and almost no 

effects on the I8-CD ones (Figure S7). The differences recorded in the two silica matrices for 

both the S-CD and I-CD hybrids could be related to the different content of OH groups in the 

two matrices, as discussed in the following section (vide infra).  



 

 

 

Figure 11. I3 (a) and I8 (c) CD kinetics were recorded under 350 nm irradiation at 5 W. 

The trend of the PL intensity VS time at selected emission wavelengths for I3 (b) and I8 (d) CD 

samples. 

 

To rationalize the data, we pinpoint that no variations were observed in the case of CD-R 

dispersed in water under different excitations powers of UV irradiation with the same 

experimental conditions applied for the hybrids (laser beam focused on the front face of the 

sample, cuvette of 1 cm for the dispersed samples). Indeed, UV photobleaching of CDs 

dispersed in water was reported when the whole sample was homogenously irradiated [82]. In 

the present case, the irradiated volume was very small, and the CDs dispersed in water could 

freely move around the whole cell, thus reducing the probability of being photobleached or 

modified by UV irradiation. The reported photo-physics effects are peculiar to the hybrid 

systems and the interaction of CDs with the silica host matrix. Indeed, not only did we observe 

a starting emission with a larger contribution in the green range as compared to the CDs in 

water in both the matrices, but also a larger surface photo-reactivity that further promoted the 

formation of green-emitting centers, eventually to the expense of the blue ones. The photo-

activated process is mediated by the presence of the silica matrix, thus ascribing the recorded 



 

 

emission features to surface centers interacting with the surrounding environment. The results 

gathered with impregnated hybrid samples further support this hypothesis, showing first a 

decrease in the molecular emission features and then an increase in the contribution of surface 

states, in agreement with previous results on CDs dispersed in water[83].  

A few conclusions can be drawn from the overall reported experimental data, further 

considered to guide the computational work: the interaction of silica host with CDs produces a 

broader emission spectrum than for CDs dispersed in water, with a larger relative contribution 

of the green emission as compared to the blue one. The interaction with the matrix is 

demonstrated by the decrease of the average decay time of the emission because of non-

radiative transitions mediated by the host also decreasing the overall emission efficiency. 

Aggregation phenomena of CDs within the silica may also decrease the global QY, in particular 

with reference to the molecular states. The emitting centers have different spectral features for 

hybrids and dispersed CDs, calling mostly for surface emitting centers in the first case and 

molecular centers in the second one. The structural analysis confirms this hypothesis since CDs 

in hybrid systems have a larger relative content of O and N as compared to CD sample in water. 

The larger content of O produces an increase in the OH and COOH groups, whilst the N relative 

increase is mainly related to a larger content of graphitic N. The comparison of the kinetics 

recorded under prolonged laser irradiation of S-CD and I-CD hybrids further confirms the 

proposed interpretation, showing that the photo-activated interaction with the silica matrix 

modifies the relative content of emitting surface centers in S-CD hybrids, leading to the increase 

of the emission in the green spectral range. In I-CD hybrids we mainly observe the 

photobleaching of the emitting molecular species, and eventually the increase of the surface 

ones.  

 

3.3 DFT and TD-DFT calculations 

To understand the interactions of CDs embedded in the hybrid systems, selected models of 

carbon dots within the silica host pores were studied by DFT and TD-DFT calculations. We 

considered a 14 Si atoms model of silica, already reported for simulating defects in 

silica[65,72], and a set of possible CD-related systems, including OH and COOH edge 

functional groups on a pyrene model structure (PYR-OH, PYR-COOH, and PYR respectively), 

a graphitic N inside the pyrene model structure (PYR-NGRAPH) and two selected molecules, 

CZA and the HPPT, which could be formed during the citric acid synthesis and represent the 

prototype of pyridinic and imidic molecular centers (Figure 10). It is known, indeed, that OH 

and COOH functional groups allow red shifting of the optical properties of CDs [27,84], thus 



 

 

potentially contributing to the emission in the blue-green spectral range. In addition, the 

insertion of N in the PAH network in the form of graphitic N produces a large redshift of the 

pristine PAH model[4,85], giving rise to emission in the green spectral range. For these reasons, 

and accounting for the experimental findings, we considered the pyrene structure as a reference 

PAH model and modified the system by adding an OH or COOH functional group on the edge 

of the pristine pyrene structure. Similarly, we inserted a graphitic N in the structure to test the 

formation of CDs with larger content of N within the C network. Besides, as discussed in the 

introduction, we considered CZA and HPPT molecules whose formation could be expected in 

the present synthesis, as suggested by the recorded absorption and emission features (Figure 1 

and Figure 2). Concerning the silica models here considered, with full H, full OH, and partial 

OH (1 and 4 OH) termination, the four models produced similar UV optical absorption peaked 

around 170 nm (Figure S8). It is worth underlining that we do not consider any solvent effect 

in the reported calculations, since the synthesis was performed under solvent-free conditions. 

 

Figure 12: Calculated optical absorption features of isolated emitting center models 

(simplified stick representation: white stick = H atom, dark grey stick = C atom, red stick = O 

atom, and blue stick = N atom).  

 

As reported in Figure 12, the presence of OH and COOH functional groups at the edge of 

our pyrene reference model produces a red shift of the HOMO-LUMO (HL) gap, from 339 nm 

to 347 and 370 nm for the OH and COOH group respectively, also largely reducing the 

oscillator strength of the transition in both cases. These findings are in good agreement with 

previous results and suggest that these surface emitting centers could be responsible for a blue 



 

 

emission (OH) and a cyan emission (COOH) respectively, whilst the carbogenic core could be 

responsible for near UV-blue contributions[8]. The model with graphitic N shows a larger 

redshift of the HL gap, moving the transition up to 426 nm, thus fully supporting the possible 

attribution of the green emission to the presence of graphitic N[27]. However, the oscillator 

strength is reduced also in this case by about one order of magnitude as compared to the pristine 

undoped model. Concerning the two molecules, the results on CZA agree with previously 

reported ones[40,74], calling for the assignment of the blue emission to this molecule when a 

blue molecular center is observed. Surprisingly, the results on HPPT do show an absorption 

transition at 330 nm, quite far away from the expected absorption at about 400 nm 

experimentally reported[20] and recently calculated but to a lower theory level (B3LYP and 6-

31G(d,p) basis set[86]) for the anionic form of HPPT. A theoretical in-depth analysis of these 

results is beyond the scope of the present research and will be discussed in further work. 

Interestingly, both molecular species, CZA and HPPT, have larger oscillator strength than the 

other models here considered, thus providing more efficient emissions in the blue (CZA) and 

the green (HPPT) spectral range. 

To mimic the interaction with the silica surface, we hypothesized a simplified model where 

the emitting centers are placed at the surface of the CD, either that they were molecules, like 

CZA and HPPT, or surface functional groups, like OH and COOH, or graphitic N within pyrene 

structures. The model centers can face the silica surface in a parallel or orthogonal way, 

assuming the centers are positioned at the CD surface as orthogonal spikes or as surface planar 

structures, as previously proposed[25,26]. This is clearly a simplified scheme since all the 

possible interaction angles between the silica surface and the centers should be considered. In 

addition, there are also many possible sites at the silica surface where our models can express 

their interaction with the matrix, thus making the configurational space of the interacting 

systems very large. Besides, we are not considering, as stated before, any possible homo or 

hetero aggregation between emitting species, which could be even favored by the CD-

supporting surface[65,66,87]. Starting from the simplified assumptions made, Potential Energy 

Surfaces (PESs) were calculated to explore the interaction between CDs and silica along 

selected trajectories to specific interaction silica sites and performing rigid scan calculations, 

not allowing the silica network nor the emitting species to modify their structure during the 

scan. Finally, no PES were calculated for the pyrene system, since the carbogenic core is 

expected to be not affected by the interaction with the surrounding media. 

As illustrated in Figure 13 for the representative case of CZA, an energy minimum was 

obtained for the whole set of selected trajectories for the orthogonal relative position of the 



 

 

considered emitting center model with respect to the silica surface. In the case of CZA and 

HPPT also parallel orientation gave a minimum in the computed PES. We also calculated the 

relaxed geometries starting from the minima of the rigid scan PES calculations and letting the 

full system relax. The whole set of model systems did relax in a normal or slightly oblique 

position with respect to the silica surface, also the CZA and HPPT molecules when starting 

from the parallel one. Thus, for the configurations in the total energy minima of fixed and 

relaxed geometries, we calculated the absorption spectrum of the system, and the oscillator 

strength of the HL gap and compared the data to the results for the isolated model structures. 

The optical features recorded for the fixed and relaxed configurations were very similar for both 

the HL gap position and its oscillator strength. 

 

Figure 13. Schematic representation of CZA-silica relative position and PES trajectory for the 

parallel (a) and orthogonal (b) case. The calculated PES for the orthogonal case is reported in 

(c). Simplified stick representation: white stick = H atom, dark grey stick = C atom, light grey 

stick = Si atom, red stick = O atom, and blue stick = N atom. 

The comparison of the HL gap of isolated and interacting with silica model structures, 

considering both fully H and OH terminated silica, shows interesting results (Figure 14): in 

general, the gap position is slightly affected by the interaction with the silica matrix but for the 

HPPT case, where a large redshift up to about 400 nm is recorded. Besides red shifting, the 

oscillator strength of HPPT interacting with silica (fully H terminated model) is slightly 

increased (+1.4%), like the one of graphitic N system (+1.4%). The COOH model also 

experiences an increase in the transition efficiency, of about +8.4%, whilst the OH model 

system and CZA undergo a decrease in their oscillator strength (-25.3% and -4.5% 

respectively). Thus, the overall effect is an increase in the efficiency of the cyan and green 

emitting centers as compared to the blue ones, for both surface state and molecular state models, 

in very good agreement with the experimental findings. Similar results also hold for the fully 

OH terminated silica but for a large increase of the oscillator strength of the OH model system 



 

 

(+59.9%) and a decrease of the COOH system one (-8.9%) suggesting that the presence of water 

at the silica surface would blue shift the overall emission of CDs, as for the CDs dispersed in 

water. 

Finally, we considered the possible presence of a few OH groups at the silica surface (1 and 

4) and calculated the optical features of the system when the molecules interact with the silica 

surface in the nearby hydroxyl groups. The HL gap did not change so much for the OH, COOH, 

and graphitic N model systems, whilst a larger blue shift as compared to the full H or OH silica 

coverage was recorded for the CZA and HPPT molecules (Figure S9). Besides, the oscillator 

strength changed a lot, in particular for the PYR-OH model system, suggesting that the 

interaction largely depends on the selected sites and on the eventual presence of OH groups 

which could promote, once again, the blue emission. 

 

Figure 14: HL gap (left) and oscillator strength (right) for the different model structures 

without silica, or in presence of fully H-terminated or fully OH-terminated silica models. 

 

To sum up all the simulations, the formation of graphitic N systems or HPPT molecules (here 

considered as a prototype of imidic molecular centers) can explain the observed green emission 

for the silica-CD hybrids, the interaction with the silica surface promoting the redshift of the 

HPPT HL gap, and the increase of the oscillator strength of both models. The other models here 

considered, OH and COOH pyrene structures and CZA molecule, have optical features that 

could explain the observed blue emission (OH system and CZA) or cyan emission (COOH 

system) contributing to the overall emission spectrum of the hybrid systems with lower 

efficiency than in outside silica CDs. Despite the necessary simplifications in the studied 

models compared to the experimental samples, the reported computational results do explain 

the experimental data of CD samples in silica, where the interaction with the host matrix 

promotes the emission in the green range with respect to the blue one, in particular for the S8 



 

 

silica. However, the presence of OH groups on the silica surface can largely affect the relative 

content of blue and green emissions, as gathered from the simulated interactions with silica 

fully or partially covered with OH groups. Indeed, the models associated with the blue emission 

displayed, on average, larger oscillator strength when OH groups are at the silica surface, also 

depending on the selected interaction site. The larger values of oscillator strength calculated for 

those model systems can explain the differences recorded between the two hybrid structures 

since a larger content of OH groups could be expected in the mesoporous matrix with lower 

pore volume (0.5 cm3/g and 1.0 cm3/g in S3 and S8 respectively) and larger specific surface 

area (1500 m2/g and 500 m2/g for S3 and S8 respectively)[88]. These differences could explain 

from one side the different atomic content and chemical bonding observed in the two hybrids, 

on the other side could be also relevant for the photo-induced effects observed in the photo-

physic experiments. Indeed, the hybrid samples were prepared with a solvent-free synthesis, 

and we should expect that no water could remain within the pores. However, some OH groups 

could cover the inner surface of the pores (with a larger concentration in smaller pore matrices, 

as explained above), thus influencing the interaction of CDs with the silica surface. According 

to the results of the simulations, on average, the presence of OH groups on the silica surface 

favors the blue-emitting model systems. Upon laser irradiation those OH groups on the silica 

surface could be removed, thus reducing the blue emission contributions, and promoting the 

luminescence of the green emitting model systems, the effect being more important in the silica 

matrices with larger content of OH groups at the surface.  

A final comment regards the contribution of molecular and surface centers. The molecular 

contribution is largely quenched in silica hybrids because of aggregation phenomena. Indeed, 

once the CDs are extracted from the host matrices (CD-E) and dispersed in water their QY is 

restored, and a large green emission probably due to some imidic molecular center is observed. 

However, we have shown that the computed interaction with the silica matrix promotes the 

green emitting centers when the content of hydroxyl groups on the silica surface is reduced and 

the blue emitting ones when the latter is increased. This observation holds for both the 

molecular and surface-emitting centers suggesting that if one could reduce the aggregation 

phenomena within the porous host, also the molecular centers could provide their contribution 

to the overall emission[89]. As a consequence, an increase in the QY of the hybrid systems 

could be expected because of their larger oscillator strength as compared to the surface centers. 

This indication agrees with the results reported to mitigate the concentration phenomena for 

dyes in solid-state applications[90] prompting the research on solid CDs towards an efficient 



 

 

mechanism of nanoparticle separation able to preserve the beneficial interaction with the 

supporting media. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The production of CDs-silica hybrids in silica matrices with different pore sizes and textures 

allowed discussing the formation of blue and green emitting CDs, by means of a multi-

technique approach combined with quantum chemistry computations. We first assessed the 

possibility of producing the nanoparticles with a solvent-free synthesis, with spectral features 

in agreement with the ones of other solvent-mediated methods. As compared to nanoparticles 

dispersed in water, the hybrids show a larger relative content of the green emission which 

undergoes an increase under UV or blue irradiation, in particular for the matrix with smaller 

pores and larger interconnection. Higher content of graphitic N, O-related species, and imidic 

groups and a lower content of pyridinic one was measured in both hybrids as compared to 

reference CDs, suggesting that the nano-reactors favor the inclusion of N atoms within the C 

network of the nanoparticles and change the relative content of molecular centers. The reported 

analysis calls for a different distribution of emitting states in the hybrid samples as compared 

to the CDs dispersed in water, also related to the environment surrounding the nanoparticles: in 

the first ones we mostly observe the emission from surface centers, and in the second ones 

mostly from molecular centers. Indeed, the concentration effect of nanoparticles within the host 

matrix further reduces the contribution from molecular centers in the hybrid samples. This 

hypothesis is confirmed by the investigation of the hybrids prepared by imbibition of reference 

CDs into the silica matrices, the photo-physics experiments displaying a large decrease of the 

overall molecular emission followed by the increase of the surface center contribution. The 

larger efficiency of the green emitting centers in silica as compared to the blue emitting ones 

was explained by performing quantum chemistry calculations on the interaction between silica 

surface and possible models of fluorescent centers, like OH and COOH surface groups, 

graphitic N, and citric acid-based prototype molecules, namely CZA and HPPT. The analysis 

of the computed optical features of the interacting systems confirmed that the host-guest 

interaction can affect both the spectral features and the efficiency of their transition. Indeed, the 

HL gap of HPPT is red-shifted because of the interaction with the silica surface, and the 

oscillator strength of the cyan (COOH) and green emitting centers (graphitic N and HPPT) is 

increased, whilst the efficiency of the transitions of the blue emitting centers (OH and CZA) is 

decreased. Thus, the overall effect is promoting green emission, as experimentally observed. 

Computational results also indicate that the presence of OH groups on the silica surface can 



 

 

modify this overall effect, boosting the efficiency of blue emitting centers and further 

confirming the active role of the silica surface in tuning the optical properties of embedded 

CDs. Finally, the CD extracted from the silica matrices and dispersed in water restored their 

quantum yield and displayed a larger molecular-like green contribution. The simulations also 

indicate that if proper strategies to overcome aggregation phenomena are applied, the 

interaction with the silica matrix would be advantageous also for the more efficient molecular 

centers. Despite the low efficiency of the synthesized hybrid systems, mainly due to aggregation 

phenomena, we have shown that the mesoporous silicas are useful as nanoreactors and active 

support to host CD nanoparticles, exploitable as a lever for tuning the size and optical properties 

of CDs for both in solution and solid-state applications.  
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Selecting molecular or surface centers in Carbon Dots-silica hybrids to tune the optical 

emission: a photo-physics study down to the atomistic level  

 

Synthesis of Carbon Dots in mesoporous silica produces solid-state hybrids with a larger 

content of graphitic N and imidic groups, lower content of pyridinic N, and a composite 

emission with a larger contribution in the green range, as compared to CDs synthesized outside 

silica. Different emitting centers are identified in the two systems, mostly molecular centers in 

CDs dispersed in water and mostly surface centers in CD-silica hybrids. Photo-physics analysis 

enlightens the active role of silica matrix in tuning size and emission properties and blue-to-

green photo-activated reaction mechanisms. 
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Figure S1. Gaussian deconvolution of hybrid samples irradiated at 350 nm at low (2.5 W) and 

high (55 W) excitation power and corresponding decay time plots with relative fits (details in 

Table S1 and S2). Jacobian factor for the correction of the PL intensity was applied in all spectra. 

 



 

 

Table S1: Gaussian band deconvolution data of S3-CD, S8-CD hybrids, and CD-R sample 

excited at 350 nm.  
 Peak 1 

(eV-nm) 
FWHM 
(eV) 
 

Relative 
Area (%) 

Peak 2  
(eV-nm) 

FWHM 
(eV) 

Relative 
Area (%) 

S3-CD@350nm 
(2.5uW) 

2.95 - 421 0.54 35.8 2.34 - 531 0.74 64.2 

S3-CD@350nm 
(55uW) 

2.72 - 456 0.68 54.4 2.25 - 551 0.49 45.6 

S8-CD@350nm 
(2.5uW) 

2.94 - 422 0.50 26.0 2.37 - 524 0.74 74.0 

S8-CD@350nm 
(55uW) 

2.72 - 456 0.55 34.5 2.30 - 539 0.49 65.5 

CD-R@350nm  
(2.5-55 uW) 

2.82 - 440 0.54 73.0 2.46 - 503 0.71 27.0 

 

 

Table S2: Exponential deconvolution of decay time data of S3-CD, S8-CD hybrids, and CD-R 

sample excited at 350 nm. 

 A1 τ1 (ns) A2 τ2 (ns) A3 τ3 (ns) τmean (ns) 

S3-CD@350nm(2.5uW) 119645 0.61 1620 2.81 37 21.66 0.95 

S3-CD@350nm(55uW) 24350 0.56 5892 2.56 370 11.35 2.85 

S8-CD@350nm(2.5uW) 13563 0.79 1747 3.25 59 16.93 2.52 

S8-CD@350nm(55uW) 30310 0.69 6038 2.58 980 7.85 2.60 

CD-R@350nm (2.5-55 uW) 1089 0.32 1411 2.08 982 9.21 7.26 

 

The average lifetime was calculated as the weighted mean of the retrieved values (J.R. 

Lakowicz, Principles of Fluorescence Spectroscopy, Springer US, Boston, MA, 2006. 

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-0-387-46312-4): 

𝜏̅ = ∑
𝛼𝑖𝜏𝑖

2

𝛼𝑖𝜏𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

Table S3. Elemental composition in percentage (%) from XPS data (th = theoretical). 
 

Ctot Otot Ntot Tot C/O (0.8 th.) C/N (3.4 th.) 

CD-R 67 21 12 100 3.2 5.6 

S3-CD (w/o SiO2) 52 38 10 100 1.4 5.2 

S8-CD (w/o SiO2) 64 22 14 100 2.9 4.6 

 



 

 

 

Figure S2. O1s XPS spectra of CD-R (a), S3-CD (b) and S8-CD (c). 

 

Table S4. Data in percentage (%) from XPS O1s spectra.  
 

C=O 
O-C=O 

C-O-H 
C-O-C 

O1s Oamidic/imidic 

CD-R 37.83 20.29 - 41.88 

S3-CD (w/o SiO2) - - 100 - 

S8-CD (w/o SiO2) - - 100 - 

 

Table S5. Data in percentage (%) from XPS C1s spectra.  
 

Cgraphitic Caromatic Caliphatic C-O/C-N COO- 
O=C-N 

COOH Corg/Cgraph 

CD-R 2.74 27.37 28.14 14.30 24.65 2.80 35.5 

S3-CD  
(w/o SiO2) 

3.41 2.05 31.74 26.15 15.25 21.41 28.3 

S8-CD  
(w/o SiO2) 

1.52 5.73 32.28 22.25 18.29 19.92 64.4 

 

Table S6 Data in percentage (%) from XPS N1s spectra.  
 

Npyridinic/amines Npyrrolic Ngraphitic N-C=O 
(Nimidic) 

CD-R 18.36 73.98 1.99 5.67 

S3-CD (w/o SiO2) 1.75 39.48 14.37 44.40 

S8-CD (w/o SiO2) 1.89 70.72 10.82 16.57 

 



 

 

 

Figure S3. ATR spectra of (a) CD-R reference and (b) silica and silica hybrids with a 

comparison with CD-R in the insight. 

 

 

Figure S4. TEM images of void silica matrices (a,d) and silica-CD hybrids (b,c,e,f).  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure S5. N2 adsorption–desorption curves at 77 K of S3-CD (black line) and S3 (green line) 

samples (a), S8-CD (red line) and S8 (purple line) samples (b). 

 

Table S7 Surface area and pore volume of silica matrices and S-CD hybrids.   
 

S3 S3-CD S8 S8-CD 

SBET (m2∙g-1) 984 418 610 308 

VP (cm3∙g-1) 0,59 0,27 0,81 0,54 

 

Table S8 QY of the reference sample and the CDs extracted from the hybrids. 
 

QY (λexc = 350 nm) QY (λexc = 440 nm) 

CD-R 4.7 % 6.5 % 

CD-3 4.0 % 5.4 % 

CD-8 4.4 % 5.2 % 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure S6: Spectral deconvolution by gaussian bands of CD-R sample (a) and data fit of its 

decay time (b) excited at 350 nm. Details in Table S1 and S2. 

 

 

 
Figure S7. 3D plots of irradiation effects on S3-CD (a) and S8-CD (b), I3-CD (c), I8-CD (d). 

Laser irradiation was performed with 405 nm CW light focused on the samples with a 

microscope objective (power 5 W, spot diameter 6.4 m). 



 

 

 

 
Figure S8: Calculated optical absorption features of isolated emitting center models 

(simplified stick representation: white stick = H atom, dark grey stick = C atom, red stick = O 

atom).  

 
Figure S9: HL gap (left) and oscillator strength (right) for the different model structures 

without silica, or in presence of fully H terminated, fully OH terminated silica, and partially 

OH terminated (1 OH or 4 OH) silica models. 


